
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 

TRANSPORTING  
RAW DAIRY 

 
 
Let's talk coolers today. Are you hauling 
your fresh wonderful raw milk "just 10 
minutes" to put in your fridge and 
depending on the air conditioning of your 
car to be sufficient? Time it - from the 
moment I take it out of the cooler (at 
market) to the time you unload your car and 
put it in your refrigerator - was it really 10 
minutes or just 10 minutes for the drive and 
10 minute walk to the car, another 10 
minutes from car to fridge? Or are you 
hauling it in one of those foil lined bags? Or 
did you just take your cooler out of the trunk 
and going to put this precious milk in a 
warming oven??? Think about it - for every5 
minutes that milk is not kept at an 
appropriate temperature (38 degrees) it 
reduces the freshness one day.  
 

Important message from  
Pam Lunn of The Dancing Goat 

 
I am currently drinking milk that was left over three weeks ago - we don't sell after it is 72 hours 
old!!! It is still fresh as the day we milked...but we take care of it. Does your husband (and I 
blame it on husbands because us ladies are too careful to screw up <grin>) leave the jug on the 
counter top while your "pets" have their morning coffee, eat cereal and put it back when they 
are finished an hour or two later??? Recently a customer took a cooler out of the back of their 
trunk and told me it would keep their milk cold. I put my digital thermometer in the cooler and 
she was shocked to see it registered 109 degrees! That is a long ways from 38 degrees. I know 
we should not drink water that has been frozen in water bottles but we sure can recycle them to 
cool the milk. Need ice packs? Tell me and I will give you some (sorry - no freezer space to 
freeze them for you but trying to find one)! And all this said, if you screw up and it does clabber 
on your, make pancakes for the critters, or biscuits, or anything that you can use containing 
buttermilk! 
 


